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Funding of Newly Submitted NIH Grant Applications: H. G. Mandel • EMBL and European Cooperation in the Life Sciences: F. C. Kafatos • Expressed Sequence Tags: M. M. Cohen, B. S. Emanuel et al. • Crystalline Polymorph Construction: Correction: L. Leiserowitz • Malaria Vaccine Research: W. R. Ballou, C. L. Diggs, S. Landry, B. F. Hall • Correction: D. Stokoe
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Herpes link to Kaposi's?
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It could be a contender
Mosaic of three image sets from the Clementine spacecraft ultraviolet-visible camera of the lunar impact crater Tycho (85-kilometer diameter). A color composite is shown in mirror format on the left. The colors emphasize variations in surface units, where blues and greens indicate relatively recently exposed material, and green indicates a higher abundance of iron-bearing minerals. The red area surrounding Tycho is a ring of lower albedo impact melt. See page 1844 and related Reports on Clementine data beginning on page 1835.
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